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BACKGROUND
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Context of the Taskforce (1)
 The Smart Villages approach is a completely new and an undiscovered
concept for Cyprus.
 The SV policy needs a public body, a policymaker, to get the ownership of
the policy.
 There is an EU definition for Smart Villages, but a national definition,
customized to the national reality is needed.
 The Taskforce is expected to suggest specific CAP policy interventions,
securing that duplications are avoided.
 The synthesis of the Taskforce is built in a way that most of the relevant
interventions and funding schemes are represented (Smart Waste
Management, Smart Resources Management – Water, Smart Energy,
Smart Mobility, Smart Farming).
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Context of the Taskforce (2)
The National Taskforce is also
expected to “bring together all
the pieces of the puzzle”, as
many different interventions
take place or planned in villages
or rural areas, but are not
connected under a specific
strategy or local/regional policy.
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Purpose of the taskforce
The specific aims of establishing the Taskforce have been:
 Defining the state of play of the Smart Villages at national level
 Bringing together representatives of different EU funds, not only the
representatives and stakeholders connected to CAP Strategy 2023-2027
 Proposing specific CAP policy interventions, securing that duplications
are avoided.
 Capacity building at local level, where it is needed or asked.
 Promoting the SV approach in rural areas, as it is a new philosophy, not
promoted yet in Cyprus.
 Integrate results into the regular work of the relevant ministries and
agencies (desirably it should result in changes to the legislation, and to
the method / procedures of defining and developing policies).
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Membership (1)
The membership of the Taskforce includes representatives that are
stakeholders connected to:
 policy planning, mostly the representatives from Ministries,
 local authorities, including representatives from LAGs,
 farmers,
 research and innovation and
 networks, like the national NRN.
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Membership (2)
Members contribution:
 Giving information for funding opportunities
 Avoiding duplications
 Transferring the local or / and national needs
 Promoting Smart Villages Approach
 Offering networking experience
It is expected to operate and engage
Taskforce members’ in September 2022
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ACTION PLAN
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How the taskforce has been set up?
 2 basic steps were followed for setting up the taskforce:
(1) Mapping the stakeholders
(2) 20 meetings (mostly tele-meetings) with stakeholders took
place during the period August to September 2021
 During the meetings and follow up communications, stakeholders expressed
their interest for the SR27 Project and their engagement in becoming members
of the national taskforce
 The communications also produced the guidelines, concerning the scope /
purpose of the taskforce. The needs and the gaps need to filled were recorded.
 The membership has been stabilised after the 1st taskforce meeting. The
participants had a great interest about the subjects discussed during the
meeting. They also had the opportunity to express their commitment at the
Taskforce tasks.
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1st Taskforce meeting (1)
Purpose

The 1st meeting of the National Taskforce aimed to:
1. Bring together all the relevant stakeholders,
2. Receive their engagement for supporting the Smart Villages philosophy,
3. Mobilise stakeholders with capacity, ability and interest in shaping
future Smart Villages policies,
4. Define the role of the Taskforce.

Date & location

12/01/2022
Conference Room of the Agricultural Research Institute, Nicosia
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1st Taskforce meeting (2)
Format and how the session has been run
 Physical presence
 Duration: 2,5 hours
 2 presentations:
(a) For the SR27 Project, by National Expert
(b) For the Smart Cities National Strategy, by the
Officer of the Deputy Ministry of Innovation
 Open discussion
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1st Taskforce meeting (3)
Main outcomes & lessons learnt (1)
 The main policymakers concerning the Smart Villages support and promotion in Cyprus,
the Deputy Ministry of Innovation and the Ministry of Agricultural, fully support the
need for developing and implementing Smart Villages Strategies.
 The Deputy Ministry of Innovation is designing the Cyprus Smart Cities Platform and it
is preparing the Strategy for Smart Cyprus. Both tools and projects could include rural
areas as well and initiatives / smart solutions that satisfy the needs of rural
communities.
 Smart Solutions in Agricultural / Farming should be a basic / necessary activity in any
Smart Village Strategy in Cyprus. Smart Agriculture / Farming could be a smart solution
for having better results in agro-economy and it could also attract young farmers and
families to rural areas.
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1st Taskforce meeting (4)
Main outcomes & lessons learnt (2)
 It was also mentioned that there is expertise, know-how and technologies in Cyprus, as
many Municipalities have already developed and now implement Smart Cities
Strategies. Rural Areas should take advantage of the existing expertise, having in mind
that resources, especially funding resources, are limited.
 Two main gaps that were noticed and the members of the Taskforce asked the National
Expert to cover them were:
1. Having a national definition for smart villages or smart rural areas, to fit better to
Cyprus needs and stakeholders understanding.
2. Having the priorities of rural areas in smart solutions. The Deputy Ministry of
Innovation was running an exercise for Cities, to set the Cities’ priorities for
smart solutions, like smart parking and smart lighting.
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1st Taskforce meeting (5)
Next steps as an outcome of the meeting
The next steps include the following:
 Finalising a national definition for Smart Villages / Rural Areas
 Prioritising the needs of the Rural Communities on Smart Solutions
(research to the ground)
 Having a Ministry as the Formal Owner of the Smart Villages initiative
 Organising consultation and promotional meetings at the villages / areas
that are interested about SV approach
 Identifying and promoting SV practices and examples in national level
 Promoting developed procedures and funding schemes to approach the SV
philosophy
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1st Taskforce meeting (6)

Other taskforce activities
Participating in Conferences:
 “Making the Vision of the
Smart City a Reality”
 “Waste
and
Wastewater
Management of Mountainous
Communities”
Working together with the Union
of Cyprus Communities
(prioritising the smart solutions for rural areas)
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